Biophysical characterization of synthetic rhamnolipids.
Synthetic rhamnolipids, derived from a natural diacylated glycolipid, RL-2,2(14), produced by Burkholderia (Pseudomonas) plantarii, were analyzed biophysically. Changes in the chemical structures comprised variations in the length, the stereochemistry and numbers of the lipid chains, numbers of rhamnoses, and the occurrence of charged or neutral groups. As relevant biophysical parameters, the gel (beta) to liquid crystalline (alpha) phase behavior of the acyl chains of the rhamnoses, their three-dimensional supramolecular aggregate structure, and the ability of the compounds to intercalate into phospholipid liposomes in the absence and presence of lipopolysaccharide-binding protein were monitored. Their biological activities were examined as the ability to induce cytokines in human mononuclear cells and to induce chemiluminescence in monocytes. Depending on the particular chemical structures, the physicochemical parameters as well as the biological test systems show large variations. This relates to the acyl chain fluidity, aggregate structure, and intercalation ability, as well as the bioactivity. Most importantly, the data extend our conformational concept of endotoxicity, based on the intercalation of naturally originating amphiphilic virulence factors into membranes from immune cells. This 'endotoxin conformation', produced by amphiphilic molecules with a hydrophilic charged backbone and apolar hydrophobic moiety, and adopting inverted cubic aggregate structures, causes high mechanical stress in target immune cells on integral proteins, eventually leading to cell activation. Furthermore, biologically inactive rhamnolipids with lamellar aggregate structures antagonize the endotoxin-induced activity in a way similar to lipid A-derived antagonists.